Recycle your old used up batteries & reuse like new
Save Environment, Save Money
Battery regeneration is a unique process, specially designed to revive the lost capacity of
batteries. The good news is that you can regenerate almost all types batteries such as forklift
batteries, airline batteries, solar power batteries, UPS Battery etc.

Why Battery Regeneration
•Battery regeneration is the best alternative to complete replacement
•Regeneration can restore lost capacity of any battery
•It ensures extended life span for old lead-acid batteries
•Optimize the operational level of older batteries, reducing heavy sulphation
•Regeneration is ideal for reviving batteries that refuse to accept normal charging

Battery Regeneration: Advantages
Your organization gets many benefits. Considering the cost involved in buying a replacement, you
are sure to save significant amount of money with battery regeneration. You can, in fact, get your
batteries regenerated at the fraction of the cost of new ones. Apart from saving money, you can
also increase the life of your batteries by several years.

Battery Regeneration Process
The battery regeneration process is best known as electrochemical sulphate reversion. The
process transforms the lead sulfate that reduces the batteries capacity into active materials
enabling batteries to receive, store and deliver current normally. Regeneration ensures batteries
extra life and enhanced performance.
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Battery Regeneration, without any doubts,
a profitable decision
Waste Reduction, our Duty
Each year hundred thousands ton of supposedly dead batteries are collected to be
scrapped. 80% of those can be regenerated. Thanks to the regeneration process, you can
be part of those who are undertaking environment, for a humanity greater future.

It is the most innovative way to restore used lead-acid batteries.
* Can restore all kinds of lead-acid batteries if cell is not physically damaged.
* Can remove sulfation crystal on the plates entirely by the optimized pulse.
* Can regenerate up to 90~100% capacity comparing with new battery’s capacity.
* Can extend battery life span up to 2~3 times longer.
* Can restore without any damages to battery with the optimized pulse.
* Optimized charging algorithm data allows the most efficient way of recharging.

Battery regeneration is a great way to optimize the operational
capacity of your old used up batteries. With the regeneration
process you can regain the lost capacity of any batteries.

"Up to 84% of batteries fail
prematurely from sulfation″
~ Battery Council International

Sulfation or lead acid crystal buildup on battery lead
plates is by far the most common cause of battery
failure, accounting for 84% of batteries according to the
Battery Council International. We therefore junk our
batteries long before the end of their designed lifespan.
How you can benefit :


Prevents sulfation on your battery



Removes the existing insulating lead sulfate
crystals on battery lead plates



Maximizes battery lifespan



Optimizes battery performance



Double or triple your battery life span
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WHAT WE DO:
Online UPS | Industrial AVR | LED Light (Home, Office, TV Studio & Industry) | Telecom & Industrial Battery
| iVACS (Intelligent Vehicle Access Control Systems) |Solar Aviation light | Switchable Glass |Industrial
Motor Power Saver|Solar Street Light| Battery Monitoring Systems |Battery Recycle| UPS Service

